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Creative Customizing Cheatsheet
To get to the Embrilliance YouTube channel 

Lisa’s affiliate Link - I get a small commission if you purchase the software from this link.  THANK YOU!!

Program: Essentials
Technique:    https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLwm56yBBUPAPIUsI3X7RWyAaFmrP22_5Y

• Select All - shortcut instead of going to Edit > Select All
• Lock & Lock & hide in the object pane 
• Group & Ungroup - only affects how things can be selected in the display pane
• Stitch tab for BX fonts - setting max stitch length and adjusting compensation and removing 

hidden stitches (if you overlap letters in a SINGLE lettering object like the BEACH hat)

• Use the Stitch Simulator to add color breaks to a single design
• To change colors of individual letters select the center green selector for the letter and change 

its color - DO NOT USE Stitch Simulator to add color stop to lettering!
• To resize designs WITHOUT changing the number of stitches - this is called scaling - hold 

down the CTRL key while dragging the corner of the resize selector in the design page.  This 
will make design LESS DENSE when you enlarge by up to 20 percent.  

• To see what the design will look like AT THE MACHINE — save & open the Stitch file and run 
the Stitch Simulator.  If you are missing stitches - did Remove Hidden Stitches kick in?  Not 
sure? Watch one of the MANY Remove Hidden Stitches videos on the Embrilliance YouTube 
channel. 

http://www.Sew-Bubbles.com
http://www.Facebook.com/SewBubbles
https://www.youtube.com/user/BriTonLeap
http://www.embrilliance.com/jamaffiliates/sewbubbles


Program: Enthusiast
Technique:

• Creating straight clean edge designs such as pocket toppers, splitting designs for in the hoop 
projects like wine glass coasters. 

• Stitch editing - setting jumps with locking stitches (add a lock if it does not exist)
• Making a selection using lasso, rectangle or paintbrush for adjustments

• taking out part of a design
• adjusting pull compensation of just a portion of a design
• changing satin to fill or column

Each of the above techniques can be found on my blog 
www.Sew-Bubbles.com and look in the right column where there is a SEARCH BLOG field.
Type in Enthusiast to bring up all of the posts that I have done on Enthusiast stitch editing functions.Setting 
up multiple position hoop layouts for rehooping

• Math must be done NATIVELY in metric 
• Choose SINGLE hoop to display your design in on the display page.  Use this as a guide. 

• How many rows?
• How many columns?

• Use the overall design size (red on status bar) to set the overall size in the NEW multiple hoop 
dialog box.

Fun utility menu functions:
• Scatter - all over fabric design
• Carousel - monogram frames
• Mirror x4 - quilt labels
• Instant repeat - multiples in a hoop like snap tabs

http://www.Sew-Bubbles.com


• Knockdown stitching - remember that this object can be used to create a “cloud like object” that 
can be used in StitchArtist.  https://www.facebook.com/Embrilliance/videos/1133841166679978/

Program: Density Repair Kit
Playlist:  https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLwm56yBBUPAMbMR2W-ygWJk4Xt1d7NZtP

• Great for designs that are well digitized but you want them to stitch “softer” or “lighter” on different 
fabric.  

• Density map - check out designs before stitching.  “hot spots” might need to be “vacuumed” 
• Project Advisor - for overall design adjustment
• Vacuum - for designs that have “dents” as in eyeballs - but otherwise stitch ok

Lisa’s blog post on density tuning - for those little fixes - if your design requires lots of fixing - find another 
design and save yourself some stress :-)  http://sew-bubbles.com/density-repair-kit-tuning-the-stitches/

Program: AlphaTricks
Playlist:  https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLwm56yBBUPAMMvdaD7cX0OqC_YD6eqM3z

The main job of AlphaTricks is to take an alphabet design collection that is NOT in the BX format and map 
it to the keyboard so that it will show up in your Lettering tool font list.

1. Choose the installed BX font from the Font: pull down menu that you want to rename.  Type in a new 
name.  If you want to organize by size, you could change this to 1in AnnMarie 8cp 

2. Adjust spacing so that you may be able to use less slider adjustments - script fonts can be set to 0 so 
that they will butt up right next to each other.  Not perfect but better than ANY other program out there.

3. The Letter: field and the letter in the upper left of each character shows what keystroke that particular 
design is assigned to.  If the character looks like a ! but it is assigned to be “F”, select that character 
that looks like the ! and hit the ! (shift 1) on your keyboard to change its assignment.

4. MGM - this allows you to set monograms to Left, Center or Right positions.  Monograms are ONLY 
capital letters so use the A-Z shortcuts and assign to Left, Center or Right.

5. If you add a design, it will be placed at the end of the character list - who cares!  As long as you assign 
the correct keystroke (upper left shows keystroke see 3 above) the program will “type correctly”

https://www.facebook.com/Embrilliance/videos/1133841166679978/
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLwm56yBBUPAMMvdaD7cX0OqC_YD6eqM3z


6. Save Font.  In order for your font list to show the changes, you must refresh it.  This is done by starting 
a NEW lettering object OR by selecting an existing lettering object, choose any font (refreshes list) and  
THEN go and choose the font you want.  Until you refresh - your font changes will NOT show up.

NOTE - Remember that when you use BX fonts, the original font name and copyright information will be 
shown in the View > About this Design screen when you use the font on the design page.

StitchArtist Recap - 

Stippling around a design - remember to go to CREATE mode!!!!
1. Choose hoop and Add design - 

remember that your design should 
NOT fill the hoop else there is no 
place for stipple to go.

2. Library Shape - add rectangle and 
size it to fit your hoop.

3. Draw object around the design - 
creating fewer nodes will lend to 
an easier to edit object - right click 
to stop drawing
1. Close shape using the red 

circle close button on the top 
menu bar

2. Reshape using nodes and 
Bezier handles.

3. Double click on node to 
remove it.  Double click on Line 
to add node.

4. Right click on node to change its job (curve vs cusp)
4. Select BOTH the rectangle and your drawn shape.  Look at Object pane and make sure that they 

are BOTH in the same “Design”.
5. Go to the Create menu > Outline > Combine with Hole.
6. Choose to assign Stipple to this new object that has a hole in it!

Creating Embossed Letter   - 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-zsUqos9czI&index=15&list=PLwm56yBBUPANKjPTcmD1cQ5i2movusdnH

1. Select Library shape which will be outside shape.
2. Choose True type font and select a CHUNKY letter - this 

will create a NEW DESIGN - so your object pane now has 
TWO designs. (see picture with purple arrow showing 2 
designs)

3. Select both DESIGNS in object pane.
4. Go to Create > Design > Combine Designs  Now you 

have ONE design.
5. While both objects are still selected Go to Create > 

Outline > Combine with hole.



6. Apply Motif style stitch - remember you must add a motif for it to look like something
7. Copy this selected object - paste - change to satin border

NOTE - If your letter has a hole - like the letter R - Regina this one is for you!
1. Select Library shape which will be outside shape - I chose a heart and made it bigger.
2. Choose True type font and select a CHUNKY letter - this will create a NEW DESIGN - so your 

object pane now has TWO designs.
3. Select both DESIGNS in object pane.
4. Go to Create > Design > Combine Designs  Now 

you have ONE design.
5. Expand this ONE design in the object pane and 

select the Letter that has the “hole”.  
6. Go to Create > Outline > Separate Hole.
7. Your Design in your object pane now has 3 objects.
8. Select the outer shape (heart) and the outline of 

the letter (the R without the hole).
9. Go to Create > Outline > Combine with hole
10. Apply motif to this - you now have a motif around 

the letter R.  
11. Copy this object, paste it, change to a satin border.
12. Select the hole in the object pane
13. Apply motif. copy, paste, change to satin
14. Check the stitching order in your object pane - you want the motif, border, motif, border.  Right click 

and move earlier later to reorder.   Change all to same color


